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Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion is pleased to introduce its 2018 collection to all 
passionate riders. It is not only about getting on bike, riding and reaching the target. 
Taking miles in a pleasant way is what matters the most. Express yourself when riding, 
enjoy your lifestyle with the latest motorcycle apparel technologies, big portion of 
comfort, safety and fresh design.

New approach to the 18 collection gives a smart choice to every rider. Division into 
three subcategories makes a clear statement. You will find yourself from vintage 
to super modern style. Do you like a bit of custom or fancy, rather a gentle style or 
touring? Whatever you are searching for, you will find it in the following pages.

Heritage takes the most from latest safety technologies and serves all in a refined 
vintage cover. Retro fans and custom lovers will find wide options to choose from. 
Get ready to start Trilobite gentlemen ride or meet your crazy fellows and ride free 
together with passionate vintage souls. No matter what way you choose, you will 
always ride in style and safe with Trilobite. 

Street & Travel collection speaks to all adventure riders who search for exceptional 
riding performance. The comfort and safety are two key targets which you can achieve 
with Trilobite. Eat miles, thrash the dirty road, go easy through long travels and always 
return home with the feeling you need to relish it again and again.

Urban collection is here to satisfy all city riders and meet their expectations in a 
balanced blend of design and function. You can do just daily rides from A to B or you 
might love night city cruising and taking your mind off things, maybe you prefer street 
joy ride with your friends. Simply, feel good and look good in Trilobite urban collection 
apparel.

Wearing Trilobite® means being different, same different like our products are from 
others available on the market. Enjoy the ride, identify yourself with your lifestyle, 
wear Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion! 

We make it with passion and respect since 2012...

Trilobite people

RIDE STYLE
RIDE SAFE
WEAR TRILOBITE    PREMIUM ARAMID FASHION !

6
years

of premium
aramid fashion

experience



DYNEEMA®

MATERIAL

Dyneema® Denim in majority is a mix of Polyethylene fiber with Cotton. Dyneema® yarn is based on a Ultra High Molecular 
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) which is manufactured using a special spinning process resulting in a fiber that has an 
extreme high crystallinity with following properties:

Extreme high tensile strength 
Depending on the Dyneema® content in the Denim it will be extremely difficult to tear or break the fabric. It is claimed to be 
15 times as strong as steel.

High cut resistance 
Denim that contains more than 5 - 10% Dyneema® will have noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular fabrics.

ultra • high • molecular • weight • polyethylene
UHMWPE

TOUGH, TOUGHER, THE TOUGHEST

DENIM

52% Dyneema 37% Cotton  9% Nylon  2% Elastane



bulletproof vests

sports equipmentcut resistant gloves

industrial fishing nets during surgeries of joints in medicine

where you can 
find products from 

DYNEEMA®

Abrasion resistance
Using half the amount of Dyneema® improves the abrasion resistance of a single-layer motorcycle denim with aramid by 70%. 
The like-for-like improvement is 300%.

Chemically inert 
Even though Dyneema® itself is chemically inert and therefore resists almost all types of chemicals, it is not recommended to 
bleach nor dry-clean denim with Dyneema® to prevent quality issues related to the cotton fiber in the denim.

Heat sensitive 
Dyneema® has a melting temperature of 140 - 144°C and therefore any exposure to temperatures higher than 130°C, even for 
short periods (seconds) should be avoided. Hence the recommendation to iron at max 110°C / 230°F and tumble dry at low 
temperatures.

UHMWPE is odorless, tasteless, and non-toxic, therefore it is widely used in all kinds of industries - bulletproof vests, cut 
resistant gloves, mooring oil rigs in harbor, fishing nets, biomedical use in orthopedic and cardiovascular implants, sports 
equipment.



A world’s unique performance material by Trilobite® called 
TRILOBITEX® represents an innovative breakthrough 
technology in the world of  motorcycle jeans protection. 
TRILOBITEX® material is especially designed for 
motorcycle garment. In its 4-layer sandwich construction 
it combines basic features which are important for every 
rider – Safety, Abrasion resistance, Breathability, Comfort, 
Waterproofness. 

The four layers are directly laminated which ensures 
effective product dimensions and gives the jeans civil and 
ergonomic look. 

designed & developed 
in the Czech Republic

TRILOBITEX® is a patented material of Bikers Crown Ltd.  
TRILOBITEX® and TRILOBITE® are trademarks of BIKERS CROWN Ltd.  

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks
of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

Trilobite Premium Aramid Fashion® as the first in the world is introducing abrasion resistant, protective waterproof jeans. 

There have been many jeans equipped with protective lining but we decided to go ahead and break further limits. Those 
who wear denim when riding a bike also want to travel dry and safe. All of this you can have with our new denim range made 
of technologically advanced TRILOBITEX® material developed exclusively for motorcycle riders. 

®

PATENTED TECHNICAL wATErProof & AbrAsIoN rEsIsTANT & ProTECTIvE DENIM 

No additional layers, no excuse - all is already included in the TRILOBITEX® material.

TRILOBITEX®

MATERIAL

only 2 mm thick

MATERIAL ABRASION RESISTANCE COMPARISON 
ACCORDING TO EN 13595-2 (in seconds)

LEVEL 1   (OVER 4 SECONDS) 

10 2 3 4 5 6 7

REGULAR DENIM JEANS

BEST OF OTHER MOTORCYCLE JEANS

LEATHER

CORDURA® DENIM + KEVLAR

DYNEEMA® DENIM

TRILOBITEX® 

SECONDS  
OF ROAD 

ABRASION

CORDURA DENIM

DENIM + KEVLAR

0,42 s

1,9 s

4,12 s

5,2 s

4,8 s

6,7 s

1,22 s

2,6 s

INDEPENDENT ABRASION RESISTANCE TEST OF TRILOBITE 
PRODUCTS WAS CONDUCTED BY TÜV RHEINLAND LABORATORY  

(ACCORDING TO EN 13595-2)



Membranes will assure unrivalled drainage of moisture away from your skin to the outside environment and still keep 
a sufficient value of the water column and 100% windproof features.

Thanks to unique nanofiber structure with the fiber diameter 
up to 150 nm, the nanomembrane has by 20 000 000 pores within 1 cm2 
more than usual micropore membranes. Thanks to it the nanomembrane 
is able to reach unique properties which no other membranes 
in the world can compete. Nanomembrane is very similar to human 

skin which gives the membrane extremely high values in its breathable 
properties. It means the ability to take body moisture away from the 
skin to the outside environment. Moreover nanomembrane is 100% 
windproof and its hydrostatic resistance can exceed 10 000 mm+.

ARAMID FIBERS
KEVLAR® by DuPontTM  

abrasion and tearing resistance

MESH LINING
maximum comfort 

DENIM
11.5 oz – civil look 

NANOMEMBRANE  
WTP 10 000 mm  
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h 



12.5 oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® fibers

CORDURA® Denim fabric helps the jeans last 
longer than traditional 100% cotton denim. 
CORDURA® Denim fabric retains the authentic 
look and feel of cotton denim, but with added 
abrasion resistance, and toughness. Jeans made 
with CORDURA® Denim fabric are exceptionally 
durable without compromising on comfort and 
style. Ride style and ride safe in TRILOBITE® jeans 
made with CORDURA® Denim fabric. 

The main advantage of CORDURA®  denim fabric 
is its extreme durability, tearing and abrasion 
resistance. At the same time it offers the feel and 
look of classic denim, therefore it gives the civil 
look to the apparel.

COOLMAX® technology is engineered for everyday comfort and performance. It has added cooling and drying performance to  
CORDURA®  denim fabric. Adding the COOLMAX® fibers in denim means creating the moisture outlet system inside the fabric. This 
fiber system takes the moisture to the upper layer of the fabric which allows the rider to stay cool, dry and feel more comfortable 
when it comes on hot days. 

Additional key benefits of CORDURA® Denim fabric include:

The authentic look and feel of traditional 100% cotton denim. 
Exceptional abrasion resistance – Four times more resistant to abrasion than standard 100% cotton denim fabric. 
The heritage of the CORDURA® brand which has proven performance in many of the world’s toughest environments.

CORDURA® DENIM WITH COOLMAX®

MATERIAL

100% Cotton

Cordura® denim

outer shell

MOISTURE

AIR



The main advantage of B-DRY is its waterproof features. Three 
directly laminated layers ensure that you always ride dry with 
maximum comfort, no matter if you travel in the rain. Water 
will not get to your body as the laminated nanomembrane 
works as a barrier that will not let water get to your body 
as it stops in above layers which dry again quickly.

MESH LINING
maximum comfort 

DENIM
11.5 oz – civil look 

NANOMEMBRANE  
WTP 10 000 mm; BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h 

B-DRY
MATERIAL

only 2 mm thick



KEvLAR® BY DUPONTTM

•	 original aramid fiber by the progressive DuPont™ 
technology which is distinguished by strength 
and abrasion resistance

•	 tear resistance
•	 a high melting degree (450°C) ensures safety 

in case of high frictional temperature

wHAT Is KEvLAr® ?
DuPont™ KEVLAR® is an organic fibre in the aromatic polyamide (aramid) family. The chemical structure of para-aramids distinguishes them from other commercial man-made and 
natural fibers and gives KEVLAR® its unique properties. It has high strength, high modulus (stiffness), toughness and thermal stability. In addition, it is resistant to many of the chemicals 
and solvents encountered in today’s industrial environment. This combination of properties makes it an exceptional fibre for use in tyre reinforcement, ballistics applications, ropes and 
cables, and in protective apparel where high strength, and thermal, puncture, and cut resistance are required. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

EXTrAorDINArILY sTroNG, LIGHT AND CUT-rEsIsTANT, DUPoNT™ KEvLAr® brAND fIbrE Is HIGHLY rEsIsTANT To CUTs, AbrAsIoN, 
AND HIGH TEMPErATUrEs.

bETTEr, sTroNGEr AND sAfEr wITH KEvLAr® fIbEr

Versatile and strong, Kevlar® fiber is more than just a series of threads.
DuPont™ Kevlar® fibers are used in a variety of clothing, accessories, and equipment to help make them safer 
and more durable. With five times the strength of steel based on an equal weight basis, it’s the go-to fiber 
for protective apparel and accessories.

PROTECTIvE
LINING



TRI-TEX® is a microporous polyurethane coated membrane with pores of different sizes. 

TRI-TEX®  membrane is waterproof, breathable and windproof.

The waterproofness of the membrane is measured on the basis of the water column under the pressure of which the material 
starts to allow water through it. TRI-TEX® is able to hold up to 10 000 mm water column.

The breathability of the membrane means to what extent the membrane is able to let the body moisture vapor through. Thus 
this ability reduces overheating and wet retention under the membrane layer. Measured in g/cm2/24h TRI-TEX® membrane 
reaches the value of 10 000 g.

TRI-TEX®

MEMBRANE

WATERPROOF
TRI-TEX® membrane is waterproof. 

It protects rider's body from the 
rain and water drops. Thanks to this 
membrane you will stay dry and fell 

comfortable.

BREATHABLE
TRI-TEX® is a breathable membrane. 

It allows the body moisture to 
evaporate and letting through to 
the outside of the garment. Thus 
the rider stays dry and feels still 

comfortable.10 000 mm water column
10 000 g/cm2/24h 



It concerns hydrophobic treatment of textile materials, knittings and other fabrics. 
On  the surface there is a thin layer of nanoparticles and this way an extremely water 
and oil repellent surface is created. All Trilobite waterproof riding apparel 
is  hydrophobically treated which gives the products additional waterproof properties. 

PRINCIPLE
The principle of hydrophobic treatment is that every single fiber is  covered with a thin layer of nanoparticles. 
The result is an extremely high level of hydrophobic features which gives no chance to liquids to stick 
to the surface of the material thus soil or even damage the fabric. 

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT



NEWTRILOBITE
PROTECTORS

•	 Trilobite® Techfoam PRO performance material
•	 Meets EN1621-2:2014 and EN1621-1:2012 standards
•	 CE 2 level
•	 Extreme shock absorption
•	 Multi-layer construction
•	 Elastic and flexible
•	 Ergonomically shaped
•	 Breathable perforation
•	 Lightweight

Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion presents a new 
range of protectors with 2018 collection. Trilobite 
made a next step forward and developed its own 
CE level 2 soft foam impact protectors which 
are made of innovative Trilobite® Techfoam PRO 
material. The complex branded range meets up to 
date safety standards and exceeds continuously 
increasing demands of riders on protection level. 
Futuristic design and a big portion of safety and 
comfort. All of this together creates foundations of 
Trilobite® Premium Protection.

RIDE SAFE
ENHANCE YOUR RIDING GEAR WITH TRILOBITE® PREMIUM PROTECTION !

BREATHABLE

SHOCK  OF 
IMPACT

FLEXIBLE LAYERING
SOFT & COMFORTABLE

WARM AIR

COLD AIR

Dissipated 
through each layer

WARM AIR

COLD AIR
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1860
TON-UP NEW DARK BLUE

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

Outer material: 
 ▪ 52% Dyneema (UHMWPE), 37% Cotton, 9% 

Nylon, 2% Elastane
Protection:

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 for 
hips and knees

 ▪ Dyneema® denim
 ▪ Triple outseam stitching

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 2 outer pockets; 1 side secret pocket

Fit: 
 ▪ classic bikes, gentlemen riding and on road 

style, men EU sizes (30 – 44). Perfectly matches 
with Trilobite® Symphis Rocker, Acid Scrambler 
and Kickstart jackets, Genuine vest and Distinct 
shirts

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Dark Blue

TON-UP jeans are the single layer toughest pair of 
jeans you can get. Durable denim made from UHMWPE 
(ultra high molecular weight polyethylene) can better 
withstand the wear-and-tear of an active lifestyle or 
full blown motorcycle protection. This durable denim 
is stronger than steel and can float on water. Very 
simple design of the pants gives almost an innocent 
appearance, and civil look, but the performance of 
the jeans provides the best protection on the current 
market. To even increase the level of protection, TON-UP 
jeans include Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
in knees and hips which are the best option for extreme 
shock absorption.
The straight regular fit jeans have a secret pocket on the 
side and for maximum strength the outside seams were 
triple stitched. The UHMWPE denim has exceptionally 
high cut and abrasion resistance compared to other 
fabrics which makes it almost impossible to tear. The 
Ton- Up jeans surely satisfy the high end rider who desires 
the comfort, civil look design and the extreme protection 
at the same time. 2% of elastane blended in yarns of 
UHMWPE with cotton provides the comfy stretchiness of 
the pants.  If you are looking for motorcycle jeans with 
almost super hero powers and classy look, the TON UP 
must be your choice.

HIPS and KNEES

Ton-up

Ton-up

Dyneema® denim
UHMWPE
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Durable apparel that can better withstand the 

wear-and-tear of an active lifestyle or for full-

blown motorcycle protection

TRILObite PREMIum 

PROTECTION!

N
EW

TON-UP

extremely difficult to tear or break the fabric. 

noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular 

fabrics and special cutting tools are required to 

cut the fabrics. 

the jeans were 
carefully handcrafted 
in the Czech republic 
with strong personal 
touch honoring the 
tradition.

trilobite ton-up denim jeansmade from World's 
strongest denim
15 times stronger than steel

Unlike others, TON-UP jeans were 
born in authentic atmosphere and 
they draw inspiration from the 
past. You are getting a unique pie-
ce of garment that creates a real 
story with trackable path. This is 
what heritage is all about!
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abrasion resistance
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UHMWPE Denim

UhMWP in the Ton-Up denim has a melting temperature of 140-144ºC and 
therefore any expospure to temperatures higher than 130ºC, even for a 
short period (seconds) should be avoided. hence the recommendation to 
iron at max 110ºC/230ºF and tumble dry at low temperatures.

even though Ton UP jeans denim itself is chemically inert and therefore 
resists almost all type of chemicals, it is not recommended to bleach 
nor dry-clean denim with Dyneema to prevent quality issues realted to 
the cotton fiber in the denim.

 » new performance material 
Trilobite® Techfoam PrO
 » meets eN1621-2:2014 and 
eN1621-1:2012 standards
 » Ce 2 level
 » extreme shock absorption
 » multi-layer
 » elastic and flexible
 » ergonomically shaped
 » breathable perforation
 » lightweight

Bikers Crown ltd.
V lipkach 78/II

Chlumec nad Cidlinou 
503 51

Proudly made 
in Czechergonomically  

shaped

elastic & flexible

breathable perforation
multi-layer

Design  
Development

&

motorcycle 

jeans

Register youR TON-Up jeans!
register your TON-UP jeans 
by using their unique se-
rial number. Go to  
w w w . t r i l o b i t e m o t o . c o m 
and follow instructions.

Trilobite people will help you 
with any issue related to your 
TON-UP jeans you might encoun-

ter when using them. Whenever you 
need some service on your TON-UP 

jeans, Trilobite team is here for 

you... If you need some spare parts, 
just contact us and we will send 
them to you....

But firstly please finalize 
your registration so that we 
can take special care of you 
and your TON-UP jeans!
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1862
NEWRIDE 'N' ROLL NATURAL BLUE OF CORDURA 

RAW DENIM

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material:  

 ▪ Raw Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fibres, 
Denim with aramid fibres lamination in knees 
and seat zones.

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in 

knees
 ▪ Aramid Fibers made with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ in seat and knees
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 2 hand pockets

 ▪ 2 chest pockets
 ▪ 2 back pockets
 ▪ Adjustable by straps and buttons, closing with 

buttons on sides
Fit: 

 ▪ No limit custom riding,  men EU sizes.
  
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. 

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Natural blue of Cordura® raw denim

Stylish Heritage Collection bibs are made of Cordura® 
denim with Coolmax® fiber with  triple stitching to provide 
maximum strength. These pants are excellent for any 
rider who is looking for a motorcycle bib jeans with great 
protection. Zones around waist and knees of the bib denim 
are provided with lining of Kevlar® by DuPont  aramid fibers 
to protect the most exposed areas of the rider´s body. To 
increase the protection, a set of Trilobite CE Level 2 knee 
protectors are included. The height of the knee protectors 
is easy to adjust by Velcro inside the knee protector 
pocket and set the protector according to the riders 
needs. Comfortable stylish bib jeans have two regular 
hand pockets, one small pocket, a mechanic pocket on 
chest and two large pockets in back. YKK zipper is handy 
in the crotch area and stylish Trilobite logo buttons are 
used for front buckle closing and on the sides. Cuffs and 
direct embroidery on the back underlines the heritage look. 
Bibs length is adjustable by straps, sides closure is made 
with buttons. The RIDE ´N´ ROLL are real heritage riders bib 
jeans.

Aramid fibres lining

Raw Cordura® denim

KNEES

ridenroll

ridenroll

Coolmax® fibres

SIZES
 ▪ MEN      30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW

1861
RAW AUTHENTIC

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

Outer material: 
 ▪ 12.5 oz Cordura® denim raw with Coolmax® 

fibers inside
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 
Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 on 

hips and knees
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 

Kevlar® by DuPont™
 ▪ Triple stitching 

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back
 ▪ Rolled up pant legs
 ▪ 4 pockets

ventilation:
 ▪ Coolmax® fiber inside creates and moister outlet 

system
Fit: 

 ▪ Custom ride, vintage bikes, regular men sizes 
(30 – 46). Straight fit. Perfectly matches with 
Timber and Distinct shirts and Kickstart jacket

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Natural blue of Cordura raw denim

Raw authentic is a classy look pair of jeans with modern 
technologies inside made in original way as it used to 
be at the very beginning of jeans era. Non-washed, no 
pre-shrinked. With Raw Authentic jeans you are getting 
a pair of real raw denim jeans. Their pure design respects 
the original denim pants look. It gives the wearer great 
options for customization depending on the way of us-
ing these pants. Riders give these jeans their personal 
touch, no other pair of jeans is as customizable as Raw 
Authentic. They will pick up the natural wear patterns in 
the course of the time.
Technically, Raw Authentic jeans meet safety expec-
tations of demanding riders. Cordura® denim itself is 
an abrasion resistant material which makes the jeans 
abrasion resistant all over the surface. In critical zones 
(knees and hips) these jeans have aramid fibres lining to 
boost up abrasion resistance. Impact safety is ensured 
in knees and hips with Trilobite® Premium Protection 
CE Level 2. Inside Cordura® denim the Coolmax® fiber is 
integrated. This creates an moisture outlet system that 
takes the humidity out of the body to the upper layer and 
keep the rider cool when needed.
With a pair of Raw Authentic jeans you will be a hi-tech 
vintage rider.

HIPS and KNEES

Coolmax® fibres

Raw Cordura® denim

Aramid fibres lining

Raw authentic

Raw authentic

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

NATURAL BLUE OF 
CORDURA RAW DENIM

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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U
se clothespins, pants 
hangers, or binder clips. Do 
not fold them or you will 

make extra creases.

Y
ou are not 
supposed to 
wash raw denim 

jeans very often. If 
you wear your jeans 
everyday, you can 
wash them 4 - 6 months 
after purchase. If 
you alternate jeans, 
you should wait a bit longer. If you feel 
happy about how your jeans are fading, it 
might be the right time to finally wash 
them.
 

Wash them separately in a washing machine 
on the gentlest and shortest cycle at a low 
temperature and hang dry.

T
he bacteria will 
disturb the crotch 
area which might 

damage the fabric in 
this zone. 

I
f your jeans are starting 
to smell, turn them inside 
out and spray with textile 

freshener. Then, place them 
in a plastic bag and keep 
them in the freezer for 24 
hours.

r
aw denim is unwashed denim, straight off 
the roll, straight from the denim mill. It 
is denim that has not undergone any of the 
usual washing and distressing processes 

to soften up the fabric and reduce shrinkage. 
 
Up until the early 1970s, all jeans were 
made of raw denim and it was up to the 
consumer to break them in. Many people would 
sit in a bathtub or go swimming in their 
jeans to shrink the pants to their body. 

raw jeans pick up the natural wear patterns, fades 
and creases come from abrasion during daily wear. 
 
Wearing a pair of raw jeans is a project that can 
be rewarding. There is no greater opportunity 
to create a bond with a garment than with raw 
denim jeans. No other garment allows you to put 
your personal stamp on it so significantly.

What is  
Raw Denim?

Durable! • Perfect looking!  
 High valued! • Personalizable! 

Rule#1 

R
u
le

#
2
 Rule#3 Rule#4

R
u
l
e

Do not wash the jeans 
but soak them!

Do not fold 
the jeans,  
just hang 
them to dry!

I
f you wash your raw denim 
jeans too soon, you risk 
ruining of your fade, as well 

as any future fading. Premature 
washing will eventually make it 
twice as hard to get the perfect 
creasing. soaking the jeans in 
warm to hot water for a couple 
of hours will shrink the jeans 
to their natural state, so you 
get a better idea of where the 
real hem length will fall. It 
will also remove some of the 
excess indigo dye, thus jeans 
are not leaving blue stains.
 
The hotter the water you soak 
the jeans in, the more they 
will shrink.

Wait to 
wash your 

jeans!

Do not go 
longer than one 

year without 
washing.

freeze your jeans 
to kill bacteria 
and 
eliminate 
odor.

#5

how to treat your trilobite 

raw authentic denim jeans
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962
SYMPHIS ROCKER JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH PANTS

WATERPROOF

100%

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

REMOVABLE 
THERMO LINER

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

Outer material: 
 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 at 

the back, shoulders, and elbows
 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 8 pockets
 ▪ Adjustable waist
 ▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
 ▪ Connection zipper to pants

ventilation:
 ▪ Air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable thermo lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water 
column

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road vintage style, men 

(S – 3XL) and ladies (S – XL) EU sizes. Perfectly 
matches with Trilobite® Symphis Rocker jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

RESISTANT

B-DRYLEATHERTRILOBITEX®

Modern jacket with leather sleeves you can wear for any adven-
ture trip or city riding. Classy combination of Trilobitex®, B-Dry 
denim and buffalo natural premium leather gives the jacket very 
distinctive look. The jacket itself looks like a regular denim and 
leather jacket, but with the safety funcions provided it competes 
a high-end technical motorcycle apparel. Trilobitex® material 
is used for the back body with B-Dry denim for the rest of the 
jacket. Trilobitex® is composed of 4 directly laminated layers 
joined in one single structure which combines civil look (denim), 
abrasion resistance (aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™), waterproof nano membrane and soft body mesh. The 
sleeves of the jacket are made of true Buffalo natural leather. The 
jacket is equipped with Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 
in shoulders, elbows, and back. To increase the comfort and con-
venience, the denim has the hydrophobic treatment which gives 
the jacket water repellent feature, zippers are waterproof, seams 
are sealed with waterproof tape. The jacket has the ventilation 
pockets, removable thermo lining, 3M Scotchlite reflective 
stripe at the back for the maximum visibility in dark.

Symphis rocker

Symphis rocker

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection:

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors on hips and knees

 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back
 ▪ Connection zipper to jackets

ventilation:
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column
Fit:  

 ▪ Travel, on road style, gentlemen vintage riding, 
regular men (30 – 44) EU sizes. Perfectly 
matches with Trilobite® Symphis Rocker jacket.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 

Pont de Nemours and Company. 

669
SYMPHIS ROCKER

SIZES

TRILOBITEX®

B-DRY

 ▪ MEN regular /long  30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH A JACKET

WATERPROOF

100%

HIPS and KNEES

Sympis Rocker jeans are another great denim option for 
long trip and gentlemen riders. The combination of style, 
safety, and waterproofness is the main advantage. The most 
technical materials have been used for production of these 
motorcycle jeans. Symphis Rocker looks like regular vintage 
denim pants, but in terms of functionality, they can easily 
compete with high-end technical motorcycle apparel. The 
impact zones are made of Trilobitex®, 4 directly laminated 
layers joined in one single structure which combines civil 
look (denim), abrasion resistance (aramid fibers made with 
original  Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano mem-
brane) and soft touch to rider´s body (mesh). The rest of the 
pants is made of directly laminated 3 layer waterproof denim 
called B-Dry which has the same structure except for aramid 
fibres layer. Trilobite® Premium protection CE  level  2 in 
knees and hips will guarantee impact safety. When it comes 
to rain, nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to perform. 
It has 10 000 mm water column and 10  000  g/m2/24h 
breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof tape. 
Zipper is waterproof too. Jeans are hydrophobically treated 
all over the surface which provides additional water repelling 
features.
Comfort is managed by higher waist at the back. Overall, 
these pants are perfect for long trip and gentlemen rides.

Symphis rocker

Symphis rocker

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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964
ACID SCRAMBLER JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane, 

buffalo leather
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in back, shoulders, 
and elbows made with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors at back, shoulders, and elbows
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 4 outer pockets, 4 inner pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels in underarm zones, shoulders, 

and elbows 

 ▪ Waist Velcro straps and sleeves button straps 
for adjusting the size

 ▪ Collar magnet locks
 ▪ Connection zipper to trousers

ventilation:
 ▪ Side air inlets

Thermo insulation:
 ▪ Removable thermo lining

Fit: 
 ▪ Scrambler bikes, vintage on road style, regular 

men EU sizes (S - 4XL). Perfectly matches with 
Acid Scrambler jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

LeatherDenim Aramid fibres lining

BLACK

BROWN

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Black/Brown

Acid Scrambler jacket is a performance motorcycle jacket made 
in vintage design. Retro waist, shoulder ribs, and leather sleeves 
give this jacket real old school style.
Besides, the style Acid Scrambler jacket has many protective 
features. Lining with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibres in 
impact zones (back, shoulders, and elbows) which ensures abra-
sion resistance during friction. Removable Trilobite® Premium 
protection CE level 2 in shoulders, elbows, and back will guaran-
tee maximum impact protection. 
The jacket has a detachable thermo lining. During summer rides 
you can easily remove it, thus gain light safety jacket with air in-
lets on side seams. In a cold weather you zip in the thermo lining 
to make the jacket warm again.
Acid Scrambler jacket is comfortably fitted and due to elastic 
11.5 oz denim you feel it as a part of your body. Stretch panels in 
elbows and shoulders ensure freedom of movement.
This jacket is composed of high end components only. YKK metal 
zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibres from DuPont™ are es-
sential part of this product.
Acid Scrambler is a technical vintage leather/denim jacket for 
riders who recognize vintage style but do appreciate premium 
protection and high comfort as well.

Acid scrambler

Acid scrambler

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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NEW

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on hips, and knees
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 4 pockets and two cargo pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch

 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable crotch panel

Fit: 
 ▪ Vintage on road style, regular men EU sizes  

(30 - 44). Perfectly matches with Acid 
Scrambler jackets.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

1664
ACID SCRAMBLER

SIZES
 ▪ MEN      30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

HIPS and KNEES Denim

Aramid 
fibres lining

This is a must have for all vintage style and especially 
scrambler riders. Retro look reached by washing process is 
making a perfect matching apparel for vintage riders out of 
these motorcycle jeans. Not only these jeans will give you 
a perfect look but absolute comfort and decent portion of 
safety as well.
Made of elastic denim, these slim-straight jeans will fit your 
body with no doubt. Functional and good looking stretch 
panels in knees, crotch, and back of the waist support the 
overall comfort. 
Abrasion resistant lining made with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology in knees and seat zones will protect 
you against friction when needed. Removable Trilobite® 
Premium protection CE level 2 in knees and hips which are 
supplied as standard accessories will create effective impact 
protection. 
Only high quality components are used for production of Acid 
Scrambler jeans. Metal YKK zippers and original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™ are used.
When riding during warm summer days, thigh air ventilation 
pockets let the fresh air in whenever you need it. Raised waist 
belt on the back side will cover a bottom part of your back.
Thigh side pockets with Velcro flaps come useful when you 
want to store your necessary things.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black 
 ▪ Khaki

acid scrambler

acid scrambler

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

KHAKI

BLACK

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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1890
KICKSTART JACKET NEW

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Wax Cotton and Trilobitex®

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in 

shoulders and elbows; prepared for CE back 
protector

 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 4 outer pockets; 4 inner pockets
 ▪ Adjustable sleeves
 ▪ Collar lock

visibility: 
 ▪ Reflective stripe behind the neck

ventilation:
 ▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable Thermolite® lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water 
column 

Fit: 
 ▪ Adventure custom riding, men EU sizes (S - 3XL). 

Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Ton-Up and 
Symphis Rocker jeans. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. 

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black

Inconspicuous, yet sophisticated jacket of HERITAGE collection, made for freestyle and comfortable riding.
The top material is made of Wax cotton that does not have oil-greasy finish, and gives the KICKSTART jacket 
the right vintage look. The 2 layer construction makes this jacket an all season equipment. Trilobite brand 
equals the premium aramid fashion, so even this jacket can not miss the protection of Kevlar® by DuPont™ 
aramid fibers.  Denim panels on the jacket are made of Trilobitex® technical denim which contains aramid fibres 
and nano membrane inside. Tri-Tex® membrane with high level of WTP 10 000 mm and breathability (BRTH) 
of 10 000 g/m2/24h and Thermolite® thermo insulation lining are connected to the jacket when you need it. All 
these features give Kickstart jacket extensive abrasion and water resistance.
Trilobite Kickstart is a comfortable jacket thanks to its simple design and clever features such as back gussets 
that add the comfort while holding the handlebars of the motorcycle. The jacket is equipped with Trilobite 
Premium Protection CE Level 2 protectors at the shoulders and elbows, and a pocket for Trilobite Premium 
Protection CE Level 2 at back. All zippers on the jacket are high quality YKK, all important parts are triple 
stitched, and to  increase  the visibility on road, Kickstart jacket has a reflective stripe behind the neck on the 
back.

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS

WATERPROOF

100%

RESISTANT

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS

TRILOBITEX® Wax cotton

kickstart

kickstart

Prepared for back protector

BLACK

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW
1891
GENUINE VEST

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Trilobitex® – 11.5 oz denim + 220 g aramid fibers 

made with Kevlar® by DuPont™
 ▪ nano membrane WTP 10 000mm /  

BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h
Inner material: 

 ▪ 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection:

 ▪ Outer shell:  Trilobitex® – 11.5 oz denim + aramid 
fibers by Kevlar® by DuPont, nano membrane / 
WTP 10 000 mm and  BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

 ▪ Waterproofing:  Trilobitex® (10 000/10 000 nano 
memabrane inside)

 ▪ Breathability: Trilobitex® (10 000/10 000 nano 
memabrane inside)

 ▪ Pocket for Trilobite Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protection at back

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Adjustability: Removable strap at back convenient 

to use at collar
 ▪ Pockets: hand pockets, chest pockets, two inner 

waterproof pockets
Fit: 

 ▪ Custom and urban on road style, regular men EU 
sizes (S - 3XL).  Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Ride’N’Roll bib jeans and Ton-Up jeans

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont 
de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Dark blue

Sophisticated vest made of world-unique Trilobi-
tex® material, which contains 4 directly laminated 
layers. Only 2 mm thick. Thanks to Trilobitex®, this 
vest is heavily abrasion resistant because aramid 
fibers made with Kevlar® by DuPont technology are 
used in the lamination. It is waterproof due to a wa-
terproof nano membrane with a 10 000 mm water 
column that is permeable at 10 000 g/m2/24h. The 
vest is hydrophobically treated which provides 
additional water repellent features to the product. 
All seams are taped with a waterproof tape. Thanks 
to these materials, this vest is abrasion resistant, 
waterproof and breathable. The vest has waterproof 
zippers included in the main closing and pockets 
and the most exposed places are triple stitched. 
From the back part you can unlock a strap that can 
be used for adjustment and closing the collar while 
wind or rain riding.
The vest contains a back pocket for Trilobite® Pre-
mium Protection CE Level 2.
TRILOBITE GENUINE VEST is unbreakable and can 
last a great deal of time if you are looking for high 
quality products, it is just for you!

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

TRILOBITEX®

Genuine

DARK BLUE

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW

NEW NEW

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL | 5XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Cotton

Inner material:
 ▪ Polyester Mesh Lining, Aramid Fibres

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in 

shoulders and elbows
 ▪ Prepared for CE back protector
 ▪ Full aramid fibres lining made with original 

Kevlar® by DuPont™ 
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 2 outer pockets

 ▪ 2 inner pockets
 ▪ Adjustable sleeves by buttons and YKK zippers
 ▪ Air ventilation under arms adjustable by YKK 

zippers
Fit: 

 ▪ City hangout riding, gentlemen rides, men EU 
sizes (S - 5XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Ton-Up, Acid Scrambler and Raw Authentic 
jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Grey
 ▪ Blue
 ▪ Orange

1871
TIMBER SHIRT

Timber is a favorite lumber style shirt customized 
for vintage riders. It is coming in three color 
variations. The shirt is reinforced with complete 
protective aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® 
by DuPont™ technology. Additionally, the shirt 
is boosted up with a set of Trilobite CE Level 2 
shoulder and elbow protectors, so you can have 
an extra protection right where you want it. 
Optionally, you can equip this shirt with Trilobite® 
Premium Protection CE Level 2 at back to increase 
the safety while riding. The shirt has the direct 
embroidery on back and metal logo in front pocket. 
Wearing a piece of protective clothes can look 
really awesome. It is perfect for easy riding and 
so comfortable for hanging around when you are 
off your wheels of steel. When it comes to hot 
summer days you can just open the air ventilation 
in underarm zones.

Aramid fibres lining

Timber

Timber

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
Prepared for back protector

BLUE

ORANGE

GREY

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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1870
DISTINCT SHIRT NEW

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Wax Cotton

Inner material: 
 ▪ Polyester Mesh Lining, Aramid Fibers 

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in 

shoulders and elbows
 ▪ Prepared for CE back protector
 ▪ Aramid Fibers made with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ in back and elbows

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 2 outer pockets
 ▪ 2 inner pockets
 ▪ Adjustable sleeves by buttons

Fit:
 ▪ City riding and on road style,  men EU sizes. 

Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Acid 
Scrambler and Raw Authentic jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.  COLOR VERSIONS

 ▪ Grey
 ▪ Blue

Stylish wax denim shirt made for freestyle and 
comfortable city or countryside riding. The top 
material is made of wax cotton that does not have 
an oil-greasy finish, and gives the DISTINCT shirt 
the right vintage look. Trilobite® metal logos in front 
and buttons as well as the leather label on the back 
provide the classy look for the rider.  
DISTINCT shirt is boosted up with protection features 
such as a set of Trilobite CE Level 2 shoulder and 
elbow protectors, so you can have an extra protection 
right where you want it. Additionally, you can equip 
this shirt with Trilobite® Premium Protection CE 
Level  2 back protection to increase the safety 
while riding. Furthermore, the shirt is underlined 
with Kevlar® by DuPont™ aramid fibers at back and 
elbows. Trilobite® Distinct is a comfortable shirt 
thanks to its simple design and clever features such 
as back gussets that add the comfort while holding 
the handlebars of the motorcycle. Overall, this shirt is 
perfect for town and country riding due to the design 
of the shirt which gives the statement of serious rider 
in style.

Wax cotton Aramid fibres lining

distinct

distinct

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
Prepared for back protector

NEW

GREY

BLUE

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW
1842
PILOTER GLOVES

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Denim and leather
 ▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort 

natural A+ quality deer leather with vintage look 
wax finishing

 ▪ Back: Top quality denim with stitch design & 
steel fashion stud

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

progressive DuPont™ technology in back of 
the hand

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

DuPont™

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Pro-style pull on cuff with elastic for ergo fit
 ▪ Puller style cuff shape with a steel stud for easy 

wearing
Fit: 

 ▪ Custom riding, café racers, bobbers, brats. Men 
sizes (S – 2XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
heritage clothing

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. COLOR VERSIONS

 ▪  Blue denim with yellow leather
 ▪  Blue denim with dark blue leather

Vintage look made of modern hi-tech materials. 
In  Piloter gloves style is not compromised. Back 
of the hand is designed of denim with aramid fibres 
made with Kevlar® by DuPont™ technology. The 
palm part is made of a top quality vintage waxed 
deer leather. Thumb laser logo adds a real heritage 
touch to Piloter gloves.

Denim with Aramid fibres lining Leather

NEW  BLUE DENIM WITH DARK BLUE LEATHER

 BLUE DENIM WITH YELLOW LEATHER

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

PULLER

LEATHER ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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963
AGNOX JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH PANTS

WATERPROOF

100%

B-DRY

REMOVABLE 
THERMO LINER

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

TRILOBITEX®

Outer material: 
 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 at the 

back, shoulders, and elbows
 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 8 pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels on the back side of shoulders, 

elbows, and under arms
 ▪ Adjustable waist
 ▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
 ▪ Connection zipper to pants

ventilation:
 ▪ Air vent inlets on chest, outlet at the back
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable thermo lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column 
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, men (S – 3XL) 
and ladies (S – XL) EU sizes. Perfectly matches 
with Trilobite® Agnox and Probut X-factor jeans.  

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

Agnox jacket is an adventure ready hi-tech jacket. Per-
fect combination of style, safety and waterproofness 
makes out of this jacket a perfect riding equipment 
for demanding adventure riders. The most technical 
materials have been used for production of this mo-
torcycle riding jacket. Agnox jacket looks like a normal 
denim with its function however it compares to high 
end technical motorcycle apparel. Trilobitex® mate-
rial is used in impact shoulder, elbow and complete 
back panel. This material is composed of 4 directly 
laminated layers joined in one single structure which 
combines civil look (denim), abrasion resistance (ar-
amid fibres made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™), 
waterproofness (nano membrane) and soft touch to 
rider’s body (mesh). The rest parts of the jacket are 
made of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim 
called B-Dry which has same structure except for ar-
amid fibres layer.
Agnox jacket provides an extreme level of safety 
with its 6,7 s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV 
according to 13595-2 standard. Trilobite® Premium 
protection CE level 2 in shoudlers, elbows, and back 
will guarantee maximum impact safety. When it 
comes to rain, nano membrane inside Trilobitex® 
starts to perform. It has 10 000 mm water column and 
10  000  g/m2/24h breathability. All seams are sealed 
with a waterproof tape. All zippers are waterproof. 
Jacket is hydrophobic treated all over the surface 
which provides additional water repellent features.
To ensure a proper level of comfort, the jacket has 
stretch panels in elbows, back side of shoulders, and 
under the sleeves. Waist dimension can be adjusted 
by button straps. On the chest there are two air inlet 
pockets, at the back one large air outlet. Agnox 
jacket has a removable thermo lining which comes 
in  handy during cold months. It is fixed by 3 zippers 
to the jacket. For maximum visibility in dark, there is 
a eflective stripe at the back side under the collar.

Agnox

Agnox

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection: 

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors on  hips and knees

 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back
 ▪ Connection zipper to jackets

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column 
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, regular men 
(30 – 44) and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in regular 
and long version. Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Agnox and Rally jackets.

Packaging:
 ▪ Waterproof transport bag

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. 

1666
AGNOX

SIZES

TRILOBITEX

B-DRY

 ▪ MEN regular /long  30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH A JACKET

LADIES VERSION 
AVAILABLE

WATERPROOF

100%

HIPS and KNEES

®

Agnox jeans are the right choice for for real long trip travel-
ers and adventure riders. They combine style, safety and wa-
terproofness in one layer. The most technical materials have 
been used for production of these motorcycle jeans. Agnox 
look like denim pants but in terms of function they compete 
with high end technical motorcycle apparel. In impact zones 
they are made of Trilobitex®, 4  directly laminated layers 
joined in one single structure which combines civil look 
(denim), abrasion resistance (aramid fibresmade with origi-
nal Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano membrane) 
and soft touch to rider’s body (mesh). The rest of pants is 
of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim called B-Dry 
which has same structure except for aramid fibres layer.
Agnox jeans provide an extreme level of safety with their 
6,7s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV according to 
13595-2 standard. Trilobite® Premium protection CE lev-
el  2 in knees and hips will guarantee impact safety. When 
it comes to rain, nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts 
to perform. It has 10 000 mm water column and 10 000 g/
m2/24h breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof 
tape. All zippers are waterproof. Down the pant legs there 
are nylon taffeta boot cuffs to prevent the water from getting 
in from the bottom. The jeans are hydrophobic treated all 
over the surface which provides additional water repellent 
features.
Comfort is managed by various stretch panels in knee, back 
waist, and crotch zones. Higher back waist covers the back 
well. Rider can assure ideal air circulation by opening air 
ventilation zippers on thighs. To store your bike keys or coins 
you can use a secret thigh pocket. When off the bike, it is 
possible to take out the knee protectors using the external 
entrance to knee protector pockets.
With these jeans riders get all they need on adventure trips.

agnox

  

agnox

  

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES



3 °C STILL COMFORTABLE

WTP 10 000 mm

BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h + AIR vENTILATION

1666 agnox
The world‘s first 4in1 layer system in motorcycle 
jeans with Trilobitex® technology

ABRASION RESISTANT
ARAMID FIBERS

abrasion and tearing resistance

COMFORT &
PERFECT FITTING

PROTECTIVEWATERPROOF
WTP 10 000 mm 

BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h



Aramid fibres

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE 
nano membrane 10 000 mm/10 000 g/m2/24 h

High quality polyurethane based 
WATERPROOF sealing tape 
over seams

WATERPROOF Nylon 
Taffeta rain boot cuff

TRILOBITE knee protectors

Knee STRETCH panels 
ensuring high wearing comfort

Back waist STRETCH panel 
increases wearing comfort

Crotch STRETCH panel 
provides 4-dimensional elasticity

Adjustable height of 
knee protectors EASILy 
ACCESSIBLE from outside

WATERPROOF ZIPPERS application

5 POCkETS + 1 secret WATERPROOF 
pocket for your things like credit cards, 
keys, banknotes,...

TRILOBITE hip protectors

6

5
3

4

7

8

2
1

12

13

14

11

10

9

WATERPROOF membrane 
over all stretch panels ensuring 
extra WTP properties

Overall HyDROPHOBIC chemical treatment 
giving additional waterproof properties
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NEW

NEW

1892
RALLY JACKET CHOCOLATE BROWN

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL  | 4XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Wax Cotton and Trilobitex® 

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in 

shoulders and elbows
 ▪ Prepared for CE back protector
 ▪ Aramid Fibresmade with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 9 pockets
 ▪ large storage space at the back
 ▪ Adjustable waist and sleeves
 ▪ Collar lock

visibility:
 ▪ Reflective Trilobite® logo at the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Air vent inlets on chest and sleeves, air outlet at 

the back
 ▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable Thermolite® lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water 
column 

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, adventure riding, 

men EU sizes (S - 4XL). Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® Agnox and Probut X-factor jeans. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black 
 ▪ Chocolate brown

Rally jacket is a technical touring jacket in gentlemen style. Absolute balance between classy look and 
safety. The 3 layer construction makes this jacket an all season equipment. Separate layers made of Tri-Tex® 
membrane (10 000/10 000) and Thermolite® thermo insulation lining can be independently on each other 
connected to the jacket when you need it. Denim panels on the jacket are made of Trilobitex® technical denim 
which contains aramid fibres and nano membrane inside. These atributes give Rally jacket extensive abrasion 
and water resistance qualities.
Rally jacket is delivered with shoulder and elbow Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 and is prepared 
for optional installation of CE level 2 Trilobite® Premium back protector. On sleeves and chest part there are 
large air vent pockets with mesh inside which let the fresh air in, on the back side there is an air outlet pocket.
All together you will find 9 pockets on Rally jacket. At the back side there is an extensive adventure style 
storage space, inside a cell phone pocket. To increase visibility on road, Rally jacket has a reflective Trilobite 
logo on the back. 
On sleeves and waist there are adjustable straps with buckles to set the right fitting. All zippers on Rally jacket 
are high quality YKK. The main closure in front is made with YKK thick teeth zipper and Velcro flap.
Collar and sleeve rims in leather give this jacket a gentle look. All the flaps and edges are lined with a comfy 
soft touch fabric.

BLACK

rally jacket

rally jacket

TRILOBITEX®Wax cotton
SHOULDERS and ELBOWS

prepared for back protector

ADJUSTABLE 
STRAPS

AIR 
VENTILATION

REMOVABLE 
WATERPROOF 
LINER

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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 ▪ MEN regular/long        30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

Aramid fibres lining

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ 12.5 oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fibres
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 
Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on hips and knees
 ▪ Triple outseam

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable crotch panel
 ▪ Coolmax® moisture wicking system

Water resistance:
 ▪ Membrane 10 000 mm water column / 10 000 g 

breathability
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style men (30 - 44) 
and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in regular and long 
versions. Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Rally, 
Parado and Agnox jackets.

Packaging:
 ▪ Supplied with inner pants in a separate transport 

bag not installed to jeans
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

Probut X-Factor jeans are unbeatable all season travel equip-
ment for riders who want maximum of functionality, protection, 
and comfort. With these jeans weather really doesn’t matter. 
When it is cold and rainy the removable inner pants made of 
Waterproof membrane and thermo insulating layer will do their 
job. When it is hot outside, Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fiber 
system will take the body moisture to the upper layer giving 
these riding jeans perfect cooling and drying performance. The 
jeans have air ventilation pockets on thighs. Nylon boot cuffs 
prevent water from getting in from bottom during the rain. 
Reflective stripes in calf zones maximize the visibility on road. 
Jeans are made from 12.5 oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax® 
which is abrasion resistant material Cordura denim is 4 times 
stronger than standard denim of the same weight. Impact 
zones in knees and seat are lined with large aramid fibre 
panels made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. All together it 
means double abrasion resistance. Impact safety is managed 
by Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 in knees and hips 
while knee pad pockets can be installed through exterior zipper 
openings. Triple outseam underlines safety performance of 
Probut X-Factor jeans.
Due to ergonomically shaped stretch panels in knees, back of 
the waist, and crotch riders will always move free and travel 
comfortably on long trips. The X-shaped crotch panel gives 
wide possibilities for any extension movements on bike. 

1663
PROBUT X-FACTOR

SIZES

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

all season Xtremely fitted jeans

removable inner pants

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

REMOVABLE
THERMO LINER

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH A JACKET

HIPS and KNEES

Cordura®  denim

ALL
SEASON

Probut X-factor

Probut X-factor

Probut X-factor

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

Coolmax® fibres



1663 probuT x-FaCTor

all season jeans

The world‘s first xtremely comfortable all season jeans in 
Trilobite® range. probut x-factor means x-treme fitting.

probut x

HoT ColD

+
probut x removable

inner pants

Trilobite people know 
what perfect fitting is. 
We do take care about 
the most important 
bodypart. This is why 
probut x-factor jeans 
were born. 



Aramid fibres

CORDURA® DENIM WITH COOLMAX® 

REMOvABLE WATERPROOF THERMO LININg
10 000mm / 10 000 g/m2 / 24h

TRILOBITE knee protectors

TRIPLE out seam

REFLECTIVE stripes

Knee STRETCH panels
ensuring high wearing comfort

Back waist STRETCH panel 
increases wearing comfort

High waist at the back

Ergonomically
X-SHAPEd STRETCH panel

Adjustable height of knee 
protectors EASILy ACCESSIBLE 
from outside

5 pockets + 1 secret pocket 
for your things like credit 
cards, keys, banknotes,...

TRILOBITE hip protectors

7

3 4

5

6

8

2
1

12

13

15

14

11

10

9

Overall HyDROPHOBIC chemical treatment 
giving additional waterproof properties

WATERPROOF Nylon
Taffeta rain boot cuff
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LIGHT BLUE 
961
PARADO JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL | 5XL

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% 

elastane
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in back, shoulders, and 
elbows made with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors at back, shoulders, and elbows
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 4 outer pockets, 4 inner pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels in underarm zones, shoulders 

and elbows

 ▪ Waist and sleeves button straps for adjusting 
the size

 ▪ Collar magnet locks
 ▪ Connection zipper to trousers

ventilation:
 ▪ Chest air inlet pockets, back air outlet pocket

Thermo insulation:
 ▪ Removable thermo lining

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel, urban and on road style, regular men 

EU sizes (S - 5XL). Available in ladies fitting.  
Perfectly matches with any Trilobite® jeans

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

REMOVABLE 
THERMO 
LINER

Aramid fibres lining Denim

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Light blue

Trilobite 961 Parado jacket is a performance motorcycle jacket. 
Denim look gives perfect impression of street atmosphere. It is 
a protective and safe jacket, yet ventilated well and comfortable.
Parado jacket is lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibres in 
impact zones (back, shoulders, and elbows) which ensures abrasion 
resistance during friction. Removable Trilobite® Premium protection 
CE level 2 in shoulders, elbows, and back will guarantee maximum 
impact protection. 
The jacket has a detachable thermo lining. During summer rides you 
can easily remove it and have a light riding equipment with extensive 
air inlet pockets on chest and back air outlet pocket. In a cold 
weather you zip in the thermo lining to make Parado jacket warm.
Riders find this jacket extremely comfortable due to elastic 11.5  oz 
denim. Stretch zones are made of elastic panels and ribbing to 
provide maximum freedom of movement.
This jacket is composed of high end components only. YKK metal 
zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibres from DuPont™ are 
essential part of this product.
Parado jacket is CE certified and GS marked. It is produced under 
TÜV control.
Parado jacket is a technical denim jacket for riders who search for 
maximum protection and perfect comfort.

Parado

Parado

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

ZIP 
CONNECTION 
WITH PANTS
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NEWBLACK DIGI CAMO BLUE

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

SIZES

HIPS and KNEES

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

Aramid fibres 
lining

Denim

 ▪ MEN regular /long  30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

661
PARADO

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Light blue 
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Digi camo blue

LIGHT BLUE 

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% 

elastane
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 5 pockets 
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and 

crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors

 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable crotch panel

Packaging:
 ▪ Waterproof transport bag

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel, urban and on road style, regular men 

(30 - 44) and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in 
regular and long version.  Perfectly matches 
with Parado jackets and Trilobite® hoodies.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

Trilobite 661 Parado are real motorcycle jeans. They do not 
hide their main purpose but they show what they are made 
for. On the first view you will see Parado is made for riding. 
A pair of these jeans will offer unrivalled riding comfort. It is 
not only because of stone washed elastic denim but also by   
ergonomically shaped stretch panels in crotch, knees, and 
back waist zones.
Abrasion resistance featured by progressive DuPont™ 
technology aramid fibres made with Kevlar® will protect 
your skin in case of friction during an accident. Removable 
Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 in knees and 
hips will guarantee maximum impact protection. Riders 
will easily find the correct position of knee pads due to 
adjustable height Velcro system inside the knee pockets.
Parado jeans are composed of high end components only. 
YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibres from 
DuPont™ are essential part of these motorcycle jeans.
When riding during warm summer days, large air ventilation 
pockets on thighs will come in handy as they will let the fresh 
air in right where you need it. Raised waist belt on the back 
side will cover a bottom part of your back.
Parado jeans are high tech denim pants for demanding riders 
who search for a high level of protection and unmatched 
comfort.
Parado jeans are CE certified and GS marked product. They 
are produced under TÜV control.

parado

parado

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

AIR 
VENTILATION

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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NEW

1863
SMART

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN regular /long    30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 

Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology
Protection: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared
 ▪ Triple stitching

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 flat cargo pocket on a thigh
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Exterior entrance to knee protector pockets

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style, regular 

fit men (30 – 44) and ladies (26 – 36) EU sizes.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective 
hoodies and shirts.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

Smart jeans is where Trilobite® compromises on price 
but quality and function stay on the highest level.
Outer 11.5 oz denim is lined with large aramid fibre 
panels in knee and hip zones to provide the rider with 
abrasion resistance. The highest impact protection is 
guaranteed thanks to Trilobite® Premium Protection 
CE Level 2 in knees which can be installed by using 
exterior entrance to the knee protector pockets. Smart 
jeans are hip protectors prepared. Big portion of triple 
stitching gives these jeans strong construction.
To store any necessary things when riding, you can 
use 5 pockets and one flat cargo pocket on thigh. The 
combination of straight fit, discreet stretch panel in 
the crotch zone and knee stretch ribbing will ensure 
a  rider ease of motion and comfort even on longer 
trips. Trilobite® logo on the right thigh together with 
original metal accessories give these jeans a decent 
portion of fashion riding style.

Aramid 
fibres lining

Denim
KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED

smart 

smart 

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

prepared for hip protectors

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Blue

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

BLUE 

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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 ▪ MEN regular        30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

Aramid 
fibres 
lining

Wax cotton

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

1662
CONSAPHO WATERPROOF

SIZES

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

waterproof jeans

Outer material: 
 ▪ Wax cotton with directly laminated membrane; 

WTP 5 000 mm / BRTH 3 000 g
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors in knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets
 ▪ Stretch panel in crotch 

 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets

Water resistance:
 ▪ Membrane 5 000 mm water column / 3 000 g 

breathability
 ▪ Waterproof zippers

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, men (30 – 44) 

and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in regular length. 
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Rally and 
Agnox jackets. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

These waterproof pants are an ideal choice for riders who prefer 
leather look but like the comfort of cotton pants. The outer wax 
cotton in leather-like color is directly laminated with a waterproof 
membrane 5 000/3 000. The membrane will secure protection 
against water when travelling in rain. Additional hydrophobic 
overall treatment repels the water from the surface. All seams 
on these pants are sealed with a waterproof tape so that the 
water does not get in through stitches. 
Abrasion resistant lining made with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology in knees and seat zones will protect you 
against friction when needed. Removable Trilobite® Premium 
protection CE level 2 in knees will create effective impact 
protection. Optionally Consapho waterproof can be equipped 
with hip protection.
When it is too hot, air ventilation pockets with waterproof 
zippers on thighs will do the job and ensure perfect air 
circulation. Stretch panel in the crotch area helps to increase 
comfort. Raised waist belt on the back side will cover a bottom 
part of your back.

consapho

consapho

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

prepared for hip protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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Aramid fibres 
lining

Wax cotton

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Wax cotton with directly laminated membrane; 
WTP 5 000 mm / BRTH 3 000 g

 ▪ 3D mesh
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors in knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 3 pockets, front pocket waterproof
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch

 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Extensive 3D mesh air panels

Water resistance:
 ▪ Membrane 5 000 mm water column / 3 000 g 

breathability
 ▪ Waterproof zippers

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road style men EU sizes 

(30 – 44) in regular length. Perfectly matches 
with Trilobite® Rally and Agnox jackets.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

668
DALMAN

SIZES
 ▪ MEN regular /long  30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

air waterproof jeans

These waterproof air ventilated pants have look of the leather but 
comfort of cotton pants extended by large air ventilation panels 
of 3D mesh. The outer wax cotton in leather-like color is directly 
laminated with a waterproof membrane 5 000/3 000. The mem-
brane will secure protection against water when travelling in rain. 
Additional hydrophobic overall treatment repels the water from the 
surface. All seams on these pants are sealed with a waterproof tape 
so that the water does not get in through stitches. 
Abrasion resistant lining made with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology in knees and seat zones will protect you against friction 
when needed. Removable Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 
in knees will create effective impact protection. Dalman pants can 
be optionally equipped with hip protection.
Air ventilation 3D mesh panels on thighs and back of the waist 
will ensure continuous air circulation and increase comfort during 
summer rides. The panels are lined with membrane so the water is 
stopped and does not get in even through these air panels. Raised 
waist belt on the back side will cover a bottom part of your back.

Dalman

Dalman

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

prepared for hip protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW
1841
RALLY GLOVES

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN    S | M | L | XL | 2XL

COLOR VERSIONS

Outer material: 
 ▪ Denim and leather
 ▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort 

natural A+ quality cowhide leather 
 ▪ Back: Top quality denim with stitch design & 

steel fashion stud.
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 
progressive DuPont™ technology in back of 
the hand

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

DuPont™

 ▪ Pittard leather patches on palm for extra 
protection and grip

 ▪ High density molded protection on knuckles and 
palm for safety

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure with embossed 

logo
 ▪ Leather puller

Fit: 
 ▪ street riding, men sizes (S – 2XL) and ladies sizes 

(XS - 2XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Parado jeans and jackets, Micas Urban jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

 ▪ Blue

Street riding performance is what riders get from 
Rally gloves. Combination of leather and denim 
lined with aramid fibres. Short wrist fit gives real 
street ride look. Wrist Velcro closure and leather 
pull up strap make it easy to slip into the glove 
within a second. Hard knuckle and palm protectors 
guarantee high level of impact safety.

Denim with Aramid fibres lining Leather

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTORS

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

LEATHER 
PULLER

LEATHER ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW
1840
PARADO GLOVES

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Denim and leather
 ▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort natural 

A+ quality cowhide leather
 ▪ Back: Top quality denim with flexible panels on 

back and fingers for ease of motion
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Full aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 
progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

DuPont™
 ▪ High density molded protection on knuckles 

for safety
 ▪ Extra layers of leather on palm to increase safety

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Stretch panels on fingers and wrist
 ▪ Elastic/soft Lycra between fingers for comfort 

movement
 ▪ Touch screen compatible finger tips
 ▪ Embossed neoprene on wrist cuff for ergo fit
 ▪ Leather puller
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure

visibility:
 ▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective strap with logo on the 

back of the hand
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel and street riding, men sizes (S – 2XL) and 
ladies sizes (XS - XL). Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® Parado jeans and jackets

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Blue

Get a proper grip and precise touch with Parado 
gloves. These are designed to match the favorite 
Parado jeans and jackets in functionality, safety, 
and comfort. The upper part is made of denim, 
the palm part of leather. Gloves are fully lined 
with aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® 
by DuPont™ which gives maximum abrasion 
resistance. Little and ring fingers are made 
of leather and protected by hard protection. 
All knuckles and impact zones are protected 
with soft or hard protectors. Various stretch panels 
on  fingers and wrist ensure comfort. Between 
fingers there are small stretchy and breathable 
gussets ensuring flexibility and ventilation. 
Reflective strap with Trilobite logo on the back of 
the hand increase rider’s visibility on road. Finger 
tips are touch screen ready so that riders can easily 
operate a cell phone or GPS without having to 
take the gloves off. Wrist band is made of stretchy 
neoprene with Velcro strap to fix the gloves as you 
need.

Denim  with Aramid fibres lining Leather

BLACK

BLUE

NEW

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTORS

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBLE 
FINGER TIPS

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

LEATHER 
PULLER

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS

LEATHER ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

ADJUSTABLE 
STRAPS



Top quality denim with flexible panels 
on back and fingers for ease of motion

Top quality denim with flexible panels 
on back and fingers for ease of motion

Original drum dyed aniline/comfort 
natural A+ quality cowhide leather

Original drum dyed aniline/comfort 
natural A+ quality cowhide leather

Stretch panels on fingers and wrist

3M Scotchlite reflective strap  
with logo on the back of the hand

Elastic/soft Lycra between fingers  
for comfort movement

High density molded protection  
on knuckles for safety

Embossed neoprene  
on wrist cuff for ergo fit

Full aramid fibres lining  
made with Kevlar®  

by progressive duPont™  
technology

Extra layers of leather on palm  
to increase safety

Extra layers of leather  
on palm to increase safety

Adjustable Velcro strap closure

Touch screen compatible finger tips

Elastic/soft Lycra between  
fingers for comfort movement
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NEW

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane, 
Green camo color options (ladies) 12 oz non-
stretchy denim

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 

with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets 
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim 

fit men (30 - 44) and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes. 
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective 
hoodies and shirts.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

1665
MICAS URBAN

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED
 prepared for hip protectors

LADIES VERSION 
AVAILABLE

SIZES

Aramid fibres 
lining

Denim

 ▪ MEN    30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

slim fit  jeans

Micas Urban jeans are motorcycle protective jeans with casual look. Slim fit style available in various color 
options. Urban look makes out of these jeans great choice for city riders. With their functionality these jeans 
will satisfy not only scooter riders but also street and naked bike riders for their city riding and trips around.
Stretchy denim provides maximum comfort even for these very slim fit jeans. Knee stretch panels are finely 
integrated looking as a fashion element. For those who prefer, camo color options are made of non-elastic 
denim. High waist at the back will cover the back of a rider when on road perfectly.
Micas urban jeans are lined with aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. Lining covers knee and 
hip impact zones giving the jeans abrasion resistance. Micas Urban comes with CE level 2 Trilobte® Premium 
protectors in knees as a standard. Insertion of knee pads is very easy thanks to hidden zipper opening in knee 
stretch panels. Jeans can be optionally equipped with hip protectors.

 ▪ Blue Acid 
 ▪ Grey

COLOR VERSIONS

Micas

Micas

GREY

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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NEW

NEW
1864
DUAL pants (2 in 1)

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Canvas
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 
Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on hips and knees 
Ergonomic Features:

 ▪ 6 pockets 

 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ 2 in 1 pants with detachable pant legs

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban, street and travel on road style, regular 

men EU sizes (30 - 44). Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® protective hoodies and shirts

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. 

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Beige

These canvas cargo pants are of a 2 in 1 construction. By unzipping the pant legs you make easily comfortable 
shorts out of Dual pants. Ideal choice for riders who want to join their riding with a walk trip. Get off the bike, 
unzip the pants and go easy.
The upper canvas material is lined in knee and seat zone with aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™ which protect a rider in case of friction during contact with road. Impact safety is managed by 
Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 in hips and knees. Height of knee pads can be adjusted by Velcro 
system inside knee protector pockets. 
Extensive storage space is managed by 6 pockets, two of them in cargo style on thighs.

 ▪ MEN    30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

Aramid fibres 
lining

Canvas 
cotton

Dual

Dual

2 in 1 pants 
to shorts

HIPS and KNEES

parado

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

BLACK

BEIGE

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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MOTORCYCLE
HOODIES

Protective hoodies 761 Illenius by Trilobite® Premium 
Aramid Fashion break down myths! It is not the truth 
anymore that you cannot get perfect protection from 
a  hoodie when riding a  motorcycle. Our team has 
designed these heavy hoodies with the best care 
based on our riding experience. These hoodies are 
fully lined with aramid fibers and are equipped with 
Forcefield protectors in the back, elbow and shoulder 
areas. Moreover, the chest foam protectors are placed 
on the front side. As it has become our good habit we 
consider riding comfort as one of the priorities. You 
will find stretch panels very useful when bending your 
arms while reaching the handlebars. Do you think that 
the sleeves will roll down? They will not due to thumb 
sleeves which fix the position of the sleeve. To fit the 
hoodie firmly to your body you will use the Velcro strap 
located in the waist area and this way you also ensure 
correct positioning of the Forcefield back protector. 
To  increase safety features, Trilobite hoodies have 
3M Scotchlite reflective panels which provide a  rider 
with maximum visibility when it gets dark. With Trilobite 
hoodies 761 Illenius you wear a safe, stylish and modern 
top and keep the civil, yet a bit racing look. 
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761
ILLENIUS

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

Outer material: 
 ▪ 280 g mix of 50% Cotton and 50% 

Polyester 
 ▪ Mesh lining inside

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Full aramid fibres lining made with 

Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors at the back, shoulders, and 
elbows

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® 

by DuPont™

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 3 pockets together, one inside pocket
 ▪ Stretch panels in shoulder, elbows, and 

under arms
 ▪ Velcro flexi waist fix
 ▪ Thumb sleeves

visibility:
 ▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective elements

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban riding, Street riding, men EU 

sizes (S – 3XL). Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® Parado and Smart jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

BLACK

YELLOW / BLACK

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Yellow / Black
 ▪ Black

Aramid fibres lining Cotton

A high performance protective hoodie from Trilobite® will 
give a rider perfect protection. Looking like a hoodie, Illenius 
is fully lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibres to 
serve maximum abrasion resistance. At the back, elbows, and 
shoulders there are Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors. You can install the back protector in two ways. 
Either you can partially show it or you can completely hide it.
Comfort zones under arms, elbows, and shoulders are made 
with elastic material and ribbing to ensure ease of motion. You 
can easily grab the handle bars while nothing pulls you back. 
To fix the position of sleeves, these hoodies have a  thumb 
sleeve fixture. To fit the hoodie firmly to your body you will 
use a flex Velcro strap in the waist zone inside the hoodie. 
3M Scotchlite reflective panels all over the hoodie does not 
disturb the design and increase visibility on road when it gets 
dark.

illenius

illenius

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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763
ILLENIUS BASIC BLACK / YELLOW

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ MEN      S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ 280 g mix of 50% cotton and 50% 

Polyester 
 ▪ Mesh lining inside

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Partial aramid fibres lining in back, 

shoulders, and elbows made with 
Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® 

by DuPont™
 ▪ Prepared for Trilobite® Premium 

Protection CE Level 2 protectors

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 3 pockets together, one inside pocket
 ▪ Detachable hood

visibility:
 ▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective elements

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban riding, Street riding, men and 

ladies EU sizes (S – 3XL). Perfectly 
matches with Trilobite® Parado, Micas 
Urban and Smart jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black / Yellow
 ▪ Brown / Beige

LADIES 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE

BROWN  / BEIGE

Functional protective hoodie with partial aramid fibres lining 
in shoulders, elbows, and back. This is a real street style hoodie 
for urban riders. Looks like a regular hoodie but gives you 
protection against abrasion thanks to aramids inside. Illenius 
basic can be optionally equipped with Trilobite® Premium 
Protection CE  Level  2 protectors at the back, shoulders, and 
elbows. 
Reflective logos help increase the visibility on road. The hood is 
detachable with a zipper so that you can choose to wear it or not.

illenius basic

Aramid fibres lining

Cotton
ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS
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NEW

NEW

BLUE

BLACK

BLACK

Cotton

Cotton

1830

1831

STU T-shirt

HERITAGE T-shirt

SIZES

SIZES

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

 ▪ MEN     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Blue

Fine-tune your outfit with original heritage style 
t-shirt. Choose black or blue and express your 
lifestyle. You will appreciate soft touch of 100% 
Cotton.

STU t-shirts will perfectly complement your 
Trilobite outfit from Street & Travel or Urban col-
lection. Show off what you wear, make impression 
with a large Trilobite® logo on chest. 100% Cotton 
makes this t-shirt comfortable for riding.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black



LADIES
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962
SYMPHIS ROCKER LADIES JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     S | M | L | XL

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH PANTS

WATERPROOF

100%

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

REMOVABLE 
THERMO LINER

RESISTANT

Outer material: 
 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry

Protection:
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 at the 

back, shoulders, and elbows
 ▪ Aramid Fibres made with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 8 pockets
 ▪ Adjustable waist
 ▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
 ▪ Connection zipper to pants

ventilation:
 ▪ Air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable thermo lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water 
column

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road vintage style, men 

(S – 3XL) and ladies (S – XL) EU sizes. Perfectly 
matches with Trilobite® Symphis Rocker jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

Modern jacket with leather sleeves you can wear for any 
adventure trip or city riding. Classy combination of Trilobitex®, 
B-Dry denim and buffalo natural premium leather gives the 
jacket very distinctive look. The jacket itself looks like a regular 
denim and leather jacket, but with the safety funcions provided 
it competes a high-end technical motorcycle apparel. Trilobitex® 
material is used for the back body with B-Dry denim for the rest of 
the jacket. Trilobitex® is composed of 4 directly laminated layers 
joined in one single structure which combines civil look (denim), 
abrasion resistance (aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® by 
DuPont™), waterproof nano membrane and soft body mesh. The 
sleeves of the jacket are made of true Buffalo natural leather. The 
jacket is equipped with  Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 
in shoulders, elbows, and back. To increase the comfort and 
convenience, the denim has the hydrophobic treatment which 
gives the jacket water repellent feature, zippers are waterproof, 
seams are sealed with waterproof tape. The jacket has the 
ventilation pockets, removable thermo lining, 3M Scotchlite 
reflective stripe at the back for the maximum visibility in dark.

Symphis rocker

B-DRYLEATHERTRILOBITEX®

Symphis rocker

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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963
AGNOX LADIES JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     S | M | L | XL

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH PANTS

WATERPROOF

100%

REMOVABLE 
THERMO LINER

Outer material: 
 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors at the back, shoulders, and elbows
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 8 pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels on the back side of shoulders, 

elbows, and under arms
 ▪ Adjustable waist
 ▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
 ▪ Connection zipper to pants

ventilation:
 ▪ Air vent inlets on chest, outlet at the back
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable thermos lining
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column 
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, men EU sizes.
Available in ladies fitting. Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® Agnox and Probut X-factor jeans. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

Agnox

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

B-DRYTRILOBITEX®

Agnox

Agnox jacket is an adventure ready hi-tech jacket. Per-
fect combination of style, safety and waterproofness 
makes out of this jacket a perfect riding equipment for 
demanding adventure riders. The most technical materi-
als have been used for production of this motorcycle rid-
ing jacket. Agnox jacket looks like a normal denim with 
its function however it compares to high end technical 
motorcycle apparel. Trilobitex® material is used in impact 
shoulder, elbow, and complete back panel. This material 
is composed of 4 directly laminated layers joined in one 
single structure which combines civil look (denim), abra-
sion resistance (aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® 
by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano membrane) and soft 
touch to rider’s body (mesh). The rest parts of the jacket 
are made of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim 
called B-Dry which has same structure except for aramid 
fibres layer.
Agnox jacket provides an extreme level of safety with its 
6,7 s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV according 
to 13595-2 standard. Trilobite® Premium protection 
CE level  2 in shoudlers, elbows, and back will guaran-
tee maximum impact safety. When it comes to rain, 
nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to perform. 
It has 10  000  mm water column and 10  000 g/m2/24h 
breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof 
tape. All zippers are waterproof. Jacket is hydrophobic 
treated all over the surface which provides additional 
water repellent features.
To ensure a proper level of comfort, the jacket has stretch 
panels in elbows, back side of shoulders and under the 
sleeves. Waist dimension can be adjusted by button 
straps. On the chest there are two air inlet pockets, at the 
back one large air outlet. Agnox jacket has a removable 
thermo lining which comes in handy during cold months. 
It is fixed by 3 zippers to the jacket. For maximum visi-
bility in dark, there is a reflective stripe at the back side 
under the collar.

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection: 

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors on hips and knees

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back
 ▪ Connection zipper to jackets

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable nano membrane  

with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:

 ▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column 
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, men EU sizes 
in regular and long versions. Available in ladies 
fitting. Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Agnox 
and Rally jackets.

Packaging: 
 ▪ Waterproof transport bag

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. 

1666
AGNOX LADIES

SIZES
 ▪ LADIES  regular / long    26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH A JACKET

WATERPROOF

100%

HIPS and KNEES

agnox

  

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

TRILOBITEX

B-DRY

®

agnox

  

Agnox jeans are the right choice for for real long trip trav-
elers and adventure riders. They combine style, safety and 
waterproofness in one layer. The most technical materials 
have been used for production of these motorcycle jeans. 
Agnox look like denim pants but in terms of function they 
compete high end technical motorcycle apparel. In impact 
zones they are made of Trilobitex®, 4 directly laminated lay-
ers joined in one single structure which combines civil look 
(denim), abrasion resistance (aramid fibres made with origi-
nal Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano membrane) 
and soft touch to rider’s body (mesh). The rest of pants is 
of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim called B-Dry 
which has same structure except for aramid fibres layer.
Agnox jeans provide an extreme level of safety with their 
6,7s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV according to 
13595-2 standard.Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 
in knees and hips will guarantee impact safety. When it 
comes to rain, nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to 
perform. It has 10  000  mm water column and 10 000  g/
m2/24h breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof 
tape. All zippers are waterproof. Down the pant legs there 
are nylon taffeta boot cuffs to prevent the water from getting 
in from the bottom. The jeans are hydrophobic treated all 
over the surface which provides additional water repellent 
features.
Comfort is managed by various stretch panels in knee, back 
waist, and crotch zones. Higher back waist covers the back 
well. Rider can assure ideal air circulation by opening air 
ventilation zippers on thighs. To store your bike keys or coins 
you can use a secret thigh pocket. When off the bike, it is 
possible to take out the knee protectors using the external 
entrance to knee protector pockets.
With these jeans riders get all they need on adventure trips.

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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NEW

1863
SMART

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES regular/long  26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 

Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology
Protection: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared
 ▪ Triple stitching

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 flat cargo pocket on a thigh
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Exterior entrance to knee protector pockets

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style, regular 

fit men (30 – 44) and ladies (26 – 36) EU sizes.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective 
hoodies and shirts.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Dark blue

Smart jeans is where Trilobite® compromises on 
price but quality and function stay on the highest 
level. Outer 11.5 oz denim is lined with large aramid 
fibre panels in knee and hip zones to provide the 
rider with abrasion resistance. The highest impact 
protection is guaranteed thanks to Trilobite® 
Premium Protection CE Level 2 in knees which can 
be installed by using exterior entrance to the knee 
protector pockets. Smart jeans are hip protectors 
prepared. Big portion of triple stitching gives these 
jeans strong construction.
To store any necessary things when riding, you 
can use of 5 pockets and one flat cargo pocket 
on thigh. The combination of straight fit, discreet 
stretch panel in the crotch zone and knee stretch 
ribbing will ensure a rider ease of motion and 
comfort even on longer trips.
Trilobite® logo on the right thigh together with 
original metal accessories give these jeans 
a decent portion of fashion riding style.

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED

smart 

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

Aramid 
fibres 
lining

Denim

smart 

prepared for hip protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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 ▪ LADIES  regular/long      26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

1663
PROBUT X-FACTOR LADIES

SIZES

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

all season Xtremely fitted jeans

removable inner pants

REMOVABLE
THERMO LINER

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH A JACKET

ALL
SEASON

Outer material: 
 ▪ 12.5 oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fibres

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made with 

Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ technology
Protection: 

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors on hips and knees

 ▪ Triple outseam
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable crotch panel
 ▪ Coolmax® moisture wicking system

Water resistance:
 ▪ Membrane 10 000 mm water column / 10 000 g 

breathability
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel off road and on road style men (30 - 44) 
and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in regular and long 
versions.  Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Rally, Parado and Agnox jackets.

Packaging:
 ▪ Supplied with inner pants in a separate transport 

bag not installed to jeans
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

Probut X-Factor jeans are unbeatable all season travel 
equipment for riders who want maximum of functionality, 
protection and comfort. With these jeans weather really 
doesn’t matter. When it is cold and rainy the removable 
inner pants made of waterproof membrane and thermo 
insulating layer will do their job. When it is hot outside, 
Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fiber system will take 
the body moisture to the upper layer giving these riding 
jeans perfect cooling and drying performance. The jeans 
have air ventilation pockets on thighs. Nylon boot cuffs 
prevent water from getting in from bottom during the rain. 
Reflective stripes in calf zones maximize the visibility on 
road. 
Jeans are made from 12.5 oz Cordura® denim with 
Coolmax® which is abrasion resistant material Cordura 
denim is 4 times stronger than standard denim of the 
same weight. Impact zones in knees and seat are lined 
with large aramid fibre panels made with original Kevlar® 
by DuPont™. All together it means double abrasion 
resistance. Impact safety is managed by Trilobite® 
Premium protection CE level 2 in knees and hips while 
knee pad pockets can be installed through exterior zipper 
openings. Triple outseam underlines safety performance 
of Probut X-Factor jeans.
Due to ergonomically shaped stretch panels in knees, 
back of the waist and crotch riders will always move 
free and travel comfortably on long trips. The X-shaped 
crotch panel gives wide possibilities for any extension 
movements on bike. 

HIPS and KNEES

Probut X-factor

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

Aramid fibres liningCordura®  denim

Probut X-factor

Probut X-factor

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

Coolmax® fibres
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961
PARADO LADIES JACKET

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

REMOVABLE 
THERMO LINER

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% 

elastane
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in back, shoulders, and 
elbowsmade with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors at back, shoulders, and elbows
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 4 outer pockets, 4 inner pockets
 ▪ Stretch panels in underarm zones, 

shoulders, and elbows
 ▪ Waist and sleeves button straps for 

adjusting the size
 ▪ Collar magnet locks
 ▪ Connection zipper to trousers

ventilation:
 ▪ Chest air inlet pockets, back air outlet 

pocket
Thermo insulation:

 ▪ Removable thermo lining
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel, urban and on road style, regular 
men EU sizes (S - XL) and ladies (S - 4XL). 
Perfectly matches with any Trilobite® jeans

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks 
of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS

Parado

Aramid fibres lining Denim

Parado

Trilobite 961 Parado jacket is a performance motorcycle jacket. 
Denim look gives perfect impression of street atmosphere. It is 
a protective and safe jacket, yet ventilated well and comfortable.
Parado jacket is lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibres in 
impact zones (back, shoulders, and elbows) which ensures abrasion 
resistance during friction. Removable Trilobite® Premium protection 
CE level 2 in shoulders, elbows, and back will guarantee maximum 
impact protection. 
The jacket has a detachable thermo lining. During summer rides you 
can easily remove it and have a light riding equipment with extensive 
air inlet pockets on chest and back air outlet pocket. In a cold 
weather you zip in the thermo lining to make Parado jacket warm.
Riders find this jacket extremely comfortable due to elastic 11.5  oz 
denim. Stretch zones are made of elastic panels and ribbing to 
provide maximum freedom of movement.
This jacket is composed of high end components only. YKK metal 
zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibres from DuPont™ are 
essential part of this product.
Parado jacket is CE certified and GS marked. It is produced under 
TÜV control.
Parado jacket is a technical denim jacket for riders who search for 
maximum protection and perfect comfort.

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

ZIP CONNECTION 
WITH 
A TROUSERS
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BLUE

661
PARADO LADIES BLACK 

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

SIZES
 ▪ LADIES  regular / long    26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Blue

 ▪ Black

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% 

elastane
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibreslining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:

 ▪ 5 pockets 
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and 

crotch
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors

 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets
 ▪ Breathable crotch panel

Packaging:
 ▪ Waterproof transport bag

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel, urban and on road style, regular men 

(30 – 46) and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in 
regular and long version. Perfectly matches 
with Parado jackets and Trilobite® hoodies.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

HIPS and KNEES

parado

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

Aramid fibres 
lining

Denim

parado

Trilobite 661 Parado are real motorcycle jeans. They do not 
hide their main purpose but they show what they are made 
for. On the first view you will see Parado is made for riding. 
A pair of these jeans will offer unrivalled riding comfort. It is 
not only because of stone washed elastic denim but also by   
ergonomically shaped stretch panels in crotch, knees, and 
back waist zones.
Abrasion resistance featured by progressive DuPont™ 
technology aramid fibres made with Kevlar® will protect 
your skin in case of friction during an accident. Removable 
Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 in knees and 
hips will guarantee maximum impact protection. Riders 
will easily find the correct position of knee pads due to 
adjustable height Velcro system inside the knee pockets.
Parado jeans are composed of high end components only. 
YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibres from 
DuPont™ are essential part of these motorcycle jeans.
When riding during warm summer days, large air ventilation 
pockets on thighs will come in handy as they will let the fresh 
air in right where you need it. Raised waist belt on the back 
side will cover a bottom part of your back.
Parado jeans are high tech denim pants for demanding riders 
who search for a high level of protection and unmatched 
comfort.
Parado jeans are CE certified and GS marked product. They 
are produced under TÜV control.

ARAMID 
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NEW

NEW

slim fit  jeans

1865
CHIC LADIES JEANS

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

Outer material: 
 ▪ Abrasion resistant 11.5 oz denim with laminated 

aramid fibres and wax cotton 
Protection: 

 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors on knees

 ▪ Hip protectors prepared
 ▪ Aramid Fibresmade with original Kevlar® by 

DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Flat snap buttons on pant legs

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban riding, ladies EU sizes (26 - 36) in regular 

length.  Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
hoodies.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Dark blue/ black
 ▪ Dark blue/wine red

This is where safety meets fashion. Chic ladies pants have been designed to meet the taste of fashion 
aimed ladies riders. Refined combination of technical abrasion resistant denim with wax cotton gives Chic 
jeans original fashion look. 
Outer parts of pant legs are made of abrasion resistant denim which consists of 11.5 oz denim layer and 
directly laminated aramid fiber layer made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. It protects the legs of ladies 
rider against abrasion if needed. Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 in knees delivered as standard 
accessories provide maximum impact safety. Chic pants can be optionally equipped with hip Trilobite® 
Premium Protection CE Level 2. Triple stitching on these pants strengthens the construction and improves 
safety features.
These slim fit fashion motorcycle jeans have 5 pockets. Flat snap buttons at the bottom of pant legs help 
ladies to slip into the pants easily and match with fashion look.

chic

chic

KNEES PROTECTORS INCLUDED
prepared for hip protectors

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

DARK BLUE/ BLACK

DARK BLUE/WINE RED

Aramid fibres 
lining

Denim

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW

NEW

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

SIZES
 ▪ LADIES   26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

slim fit  jeans

1665
MICAS URBAN LADIES

Outer material: 
 ▪ 11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane, 

Camo color options 12 oz non-stretchy denim
Outer shellLining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors on knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared

Ergonomic Features:
 ▪ 5 pockets 
 ▪ Stretch panels in knees
 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim 

fit men (30 - 44) and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes. 
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective 
hoodies and shirts.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 

du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Micas Urban jeans are motorcycle protective jeans with casual look. Slim fit style available in various color 
options. Urban look makes out of these jeans great choice for city riders. With their functionality these jeans will 
satisfy not only scooter riders but also street and naked bike riders for their city riding and trips around.
Stretchy denim provides maximum comfort even for these very slim fit jeans. Knee stretch panels are finely 
integrated looking as a fashion element. High waist at the back will cover the back of a rider when on road 
perfectly.
Micas urban jeans are lined with aramid fibres made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. Lining covers knee and 
hip impact zones giving the jeans abrasion resistance. Micas Urban comes with CE level 2 Trilobte® Premium 
protectors in knees as a standard. Insertion of knee pads is very easy thanks to hidden zipper opening in knee 
stretch panels. Jeans can be optionally equipped with hip protectors.

Micas

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED
 prepared for hip protectors

Micas

GREEN CAMO

GREY

BLUE

Aramid fibres 
lining

Denim

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Green Camo
 ▪ Blue
 ▪ Grey

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES
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 ▪ LADIES  regular      26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

FEATURES MATERIALSSPECIFICATION
Outer material: 

 ▪ Wax cotton with directly laminated membrane; 
WTP 5 000 mm/ BRTH 3 000 g

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made 

with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™ 
technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 

protectors in knees
 ▪ Hip protectors prepared

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 5 pockets
 ▪ Stretch panel in crotch

 ▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
 ▪ Double belt loops in front
 ▪ Raised waist beltat the back

ventilation:
 ▪ Thighs air vent pockets

Water resistance:
 ▪ Membrane 5 000 mm water column / 3 000 g 

breathability
 ▪ Waterproof zippers

Fit: 
 ▪ Travel off road and on road style, men (30 – 44) 

and ladies (26 - 36) EU sizes in regular length. 
Perfectly matches with Agnox jackets. 

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. 
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

1662
CONSAPHO WATERPROOF LADIES

SIZES

HYDROPHOBIC 
TREATMENTWATERPROOF

100%

waterproof jeans

These waterproof pants with are an ideal choice for rid-
ers who prefer leather look but like the comfort of cotton 
pants. The outer wax cotton in leather-like color is directly 
laminated with a waterproof membrane 5 000/3 000. The 
membrane will secure protection against water when travel-
ling in rain. Additional hydrophobic overall treatment repels 
the water from the surface. All seams on these pants are 
sealed with a waterproof tape so that the water does not get 
in through stitches. 
Abrasion resistant lining made with Kevlar® by progressive 
DuPont™ technology in knees and seat zones will protect 
you against friction when needed. Removable Trilobite® 
Premium protection CE level 2 in knees will create effective 
impact protection. Optionally Consapho waterproof can be 
equipped with hip protection.
When it is too hot, air ventilation pockets with waterproof 
zippers on thighs will do the job and ensure perfect air cir-
culation. Stretch panel in the crotch area helps to increase 
comfort. Raised waist belt on the back side will cover a bot-
tom part of your back.

Aramid fibres 
lining

Wax cotton

consapho

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED
prepared for hip protectors

consapho

Adjustable 
height of knee 

protectors

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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763
ILLENIUS BASIC LADIES BLACK / YELLOW

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     S | M | L | XL 

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black / Yellow

Outer material: 
 ▪ 280 g mix of 50% cotton and 50% Polyester 
 ▪ Mesh lining inside

Outer shell lining: 
 ▪ Partial aramid fibres lining in back, 

shoulders, and elbows made with Kevlar® by 
progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

DuPont™
 ▪ Prepared for Trilobite® Premium Protection 

CE Level 2 protectors

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ 3 pockets together, one inside pocket
 ▪ Detachable hood

visibility:
 ▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective elements

Fit: 
 ▪ Urban riding, Street riding, ladies EU sizes 

(S – XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Parado, Micas Urban and Smart jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Functional protective hoodie with partial aramid fibres lining in 
shoulders, elbows, and back. This is a real street style hoodie for 
urban riders. Looks like a regular hoodie but gives you protection 
against abrasion thanks to aramids inside. Illenius basic can be 
optionally equipped with Trilobite® Premium Protection CE Level 2 
protectors at the back, shoulders, and elbows. 
Reflective logos help increase the visibility on road. The hood is 
detachable with a zipper so that you can choose to wear it or not.

illenius basic

Aramid fibres lining Cotton

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS
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NEW
1841
RALLY GLOVES

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     S | M | L | XL | 2XL

COLOR VERSIONS

Outer material: 
 ▪ Denim and leather
 ▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort natural 

A+ quality cowhide leather 
 ▪ Back: Top quality denim with stitch design & 

steel fashion stud.
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 
progressive DuPont™ technology in back of 
the hand

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® by 

DuPont™

 ▪ Pittard leather patches on palm for extra 
protection and grip

 ▪ High density molded protection on knuckles and 
palm for safety

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure with embossed 

logo
 ▪ Leather puller

Fit: 
 ▪ street riding, men sizes (S – XL) and ladies sizes 

(XS - 2XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite® 
Parado jeans and jackets, Micas Urban jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

 ▪ Blue

Street riding performance is what riders get from 
Rally gloves. Combination of leather and denim 
lined with aramid fibres. Short wrist fit gives real 
street ride look. Wrist Velcro closure and leather 
pull up strap make it easy to slip into the glove 
within a second. Hard knuckle and palm protectors 
guarantee high level of impact safety.

BLUE

Denim with Aramid fibres lining Leather

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTORS

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

LEATHER 
PULLER

LEATHER ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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NEW
1840
PARADO GLOVES

FEATURES

SIZES

MATERIALSSPECIFICATION

 ▪ LADIES     XS | S | M | L | XL

Outer material: 
 ▪ Denim and leather
 ▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort natural 

A+ quality cowhide leather
 ▪ Back: Top quality denim with flexible panels on 

back and fingers for ease of motion
Outer shell lining: 

 ▪ Full aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® 
by progressive DuPont™ technology

Protection: 
 ▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar® 

by DuPont™
 ▪ High density molded protection on knuckles 

for safety
 ▪ Extra layers of leather on palm to increase safety

Ergonomic features:
 ▪ Stretch panels on fingers and wrist
 ▪ Elastic/soft Lycra between fingers for comfort 

movement
 ▪ Touch screen compatible finger tips
 ▪ Embossed neoprene on wrist cuff for ergo fit
 ▪ Leather puller
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure

visibility:
 ▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective strap with logo on the 

back of the hand
Fit: 

 ▪ Travel and street riding, men sizes (XS – XL) and 
ladies sizes (XS - XL). Perfectly matches with 
Trilobite® Parado jeans and jackets

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company.

COLOR VERSIONS
 ▪ Black
 ▪ Blue

Get a proper grip and precise touch with Parado 
gloves. These are designed to match the favorite 
Parado jeans and jackets in functionality, safety 
and comfort. The upper part is made of denim, the 
palm part of leather. Gloves are fully lined with ara-
mid fibres made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™ 
which gives maximum abrasion resistance. Little 
and ring fingers are made of leather and protect-
ed by hard protection. All knuckles and impact 
zones are protected with soft or hard protectors. 
Various stretch panels on fingers and wrist ensure 
comfort. Between fingers there are small stretchy 
and breathable gussets ensuring flexibility and 
ventilation. Reflective strap with Trilobite logo on 
the back of the hand increase rider’s visibility on 
road. Finger tips are touch screen ready so that rid-
ers can easily operate a cell phone or GPS without 
having to take the gloves off. Wrist band is made 
of stretchy neoprene with Velcro strap to fix the 
gloves as you need.

NEW BLACK

BLUE

Denim with Aramid fibres lining Leather

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTORS

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBLE 
FINGER TIPS

STRETCH 
COMFORT 
ZONES

ARAMID 
ABRASION 
RESISTANCE

LEATHER 
PULLER

REFLECTIVE 
ELEMENTS

LEATHER ABRASION 
RESISTANCE
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SPECIFICATION POSSIBILITIES OF USE

NEWNECKTUBE

 ▪ NECKTUBE
 ▪ face  mask
 ▪ head band
 ▪ scarf
 ▪ cap
 ▪ balaclava
 ▪ bandana
 ▪ blindfold
 ▪ beanie
 ▪ wrist band

 ▪ Comfortable elastic tube made of 
polyester microfiber

50
0 

m
m

250 mm

Created:   Martin Solar
Date:  29. 11. 2016
Brand:   TRILOBITE

TRILOBITE
NECK TUBE
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NEWHIP PROTECTOR

SPECIFICATION
 ▪ Trilobite® Techfoam PRO performance material
 ▪ Meets EN1621-2:2014 and EN1621-1:2012 

standards
 ▪ CE 2 level
 ▪ Extreme shock absorption
 ▪ Multi-layer construction

 ▪ Elastic and flexible
 ▪ Ergonomically shaped
 ▪ Breathable perforation
 ▪ Lightweight

New premium protectors designed to blend light-
weight properties, repeated impacts absorption, 
and air circulation. All layers packed into a refined 
look. Multi-layer constructions absorbs the energy 
of impact one after another, thus the residual energy 
which passes to the body part covered by protector 
is minimized to a secure level. Extensive perforation 
creates an air flow system so that the air circulation 
to the body is optimized when riding. Trilobite® pro-
tectors will rapidly increase the safety features of 
your riding gear.

NEWBACK PROTECTOR
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NEWELBOW/KNEE PROTECTOR

NEWSHOULDER PROTECTOR

SPECIFICATION
New premium protectors designed to blend light-
weight properties, repeated impacts absorption 
and air circulation. All layers packed into a refined 
look. Multi-layer constructions absorbs the ener-
gy of impact one after another, thus the residual 
energy which passes to the body part covered by 
protector is minimized to a secure level. Extensive 
perforation creates an air flow system so that the 
air circulation to the body is optimized when riding. 
Trilobite® protectors will rapidly increase the safety 
features of your riding gear.

 ▪ Trilobite® Techfoam PRO performance material
 ▪ Meets EN1621-2:2014 and EN1621-1:2012 

standards
 ▪ CE 2 level
 ▪ Extreme shock absorption
 ▪ Multi-layer construction

 ▪ Elastic and flexible
 ▪ Ergonomically shaped
 ▪ Breathable perforation
 ▪ Lightweight
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1860 TON-UP 

964 ACID SCRAMBLER JACKET 

1861 RAW AUTHENTIC 

1664 ACID SCRAMBLER

962 SYMPHIS ROCKER JACKET 

1890 KICKSTARTER JACKET 

1862 RIDE ´N´ ROLL 

669 SYMPHIS ROCKER 

1891 GENUINE VEST 

1870 DISTINCT SHIRT1871 TIMBER SHIRT 1842 PILOTER GLOVES

Ton-up

HIPS and KNEES

UHMWPE
HIPS and KNEES

Coolmax® fibresRaw authentic

100%
100%

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWSSymphis rocker

HIPS and KNEESSymphis rocker

HIPS and KNEES

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWSAcid scrambler

acid scrambler

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS

100%

kickstartprepared for back protector

100%
Genuine

TimberSHOULDERS and ELBOWS
Prepared for back protector

KNEES

ridenrollCoolmax® fibres

distinct

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
Prepared for back protector

NEW NEW

NEW
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NEW963 AGNOX JACKET

1841 RALLY GLOVES

661 PARADO

1666 AGNOX

1663 PROBUT X-FACTOR

1840 PARADO GLOVES

1662 CONSAPHO WATERPROOF

1892 RALLY JACKET 

961 PARADO JACKET 

1863 SMART 668 DALMAN
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rally jacketSHOULDERS and ELBOWS

prepared for back protector
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HIPS and KNEES Probut X-factor
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BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWSParado

HIPS and KNEESparado

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED
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100%

KNEE PROTECTORS INCLUDED

100%
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LEGEND

prepared for hip protectors prepared for hip protectors
prepared for hip protectors
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1665 MICAS URBAN 

1830 STU T-SHIRT 1831 HERITAGE T-SHIRT 

1864 DUAL pants (2 in 1) 761 ILLENIUS

763 ILLENIUS BASIC 

MATERIALS 

SIZE CHARTS

LEGEND

DENIM ArAMID 
fIbrEs LINING

TrILobITEX® b-DrY

LEATHEr CoTToN

www.trilobitemoto.com/size-charts.html
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CONNECTION
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DENIM

ALL
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illenius basic

ACCESSORIES

HIP PROTECTOR ELBOW/KNEE PROTECTOR SHOULDER PROTECTORBACK PROTECTORNECKTUBE

DYNEEMA® 
DENIM

ADJUSTABLE 
STRAPS
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FINGER TIPS

AIR 
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PROTECTORS
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ABRASION 

RESISTANCE

LEATHER 
PULLER

LEATHER 
ABRASION 

RESISTANCE
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